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Summary / Abstract
With this paper, I consider my operation of independent, artist run institutions (ARIs) as a 
constitutive element of my broader artistic practice, resisting a Kantian model of ‘disinterested’ 
aesthetics that would seek to keep the two ontologically distinct. Through a reading of Jacques 
Derrida’s deconstructionist text on Kant’s parergon, I identify that the various labours required to 
maintain spaces of exhibition have a peripheral impact on a viewer’s experience within this space, 
and can thus be used by the artist to (re)shape the terms of aesthetic encounter. I examine a range 
of critical approaches that have engaged art’s backstage labour as a site of practice, beginning 
with the Marxist Feminist performances of Mierle Laderman Ukeles. Cautious of a model that 
would simply valorise this labour by converting it into recognisable visual forms, I then explore the 
subtler collaborative practice of Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, as well as the recent 
work of Jessie Bullivant. In these latter forms, I locate the potential of an embedded approach to art 
labour that works from within its functional position: a political gesture that seeks to regain agency 
over the ontological context in which one’s work appears. Building on these precedents, I then 
propose my own operation of ARIs as a durational form of such artistic self-determination: a 
‘Recessional Aesthetics’ that labours invisibly in art’s backstage to produce an appropriate context 
for its subsequent appearance. To close the paper, I discuss an exhibition platform developed 
specifically for the MFA, which operated from my studio on campus. This experimental ARI format, 
informed by Marcel Duchamp’s works in glass, utilised the window as a conceptual and optical tool 
for display, in an attempt to allow my necessarily peripheral labour of aesthetic hosting to be 
glimpsed in recess. 
00. Towards a Recessional Aesthetics: An Introduction
As a practising artist who also operates independent exhibition spaces (ARIs), my aesthetic 
attention is split between the production of my own work for display, and the labours of hosting the 
works of others. In recent years, the operational duties involved in the establishment and 
maintenance of an ARI - installation, construction and repair, cleaning, documentation, promotion, 
invigilation - have increasingly come to dominate my time, pulling me away from the studio and into 
the gallery, where I appear more often as facilitator than exhibitor. 
From a certain perspective, these mundane and predominantly invisible obligations might appear 
as a kind of interruption to the supposedly central task of the artist: that is, the development and 
refinement of one’s ‘body of work.’ This research project, however, has grown from a strong desire 
to resist this presumption: it is an attempt to reframe my contingent labour within the ARI not as a 
distraction from my practice but as a constitutive element of it. With this thesis and its 
accompanying practical component, I seek to understand my background labour of support and 
context construction as a nuanced form of art practice in recess: a Recessional Aesthetics.
To this end, I begin by rethinking the constructed aesthetic hierarchies that would separate the act 
of making from the labours of making visible. I open Chapter One with a study of Emmanuel Kant’s 
Critique of Judgement - a foundational text in Western aesthetic philosophy that places the auratic 
artwork above and ontologically beyond all that which serves to frame it. Through a close reading 
of Jacques Derrida’s writings on The Parergon, I then chart a gradual unravelling of this Kantian 
notion of ‘disinterested’ aesthetics, exploring the ways in which a range of supplementary or 
‘parergonal’  forces that contextualise works  of art - their physical frames, the galleries that house 1
them, and the donors that fund these galleries - are inextricably linked to our experience of these 
apparently isolated objects. I end the chapter with a brief chronology of critical practices from the 
 The parergon (from the Greek: ‘para’ - beside + ‘ergon’ - work) designates that which is understood to sit outside of the 1
work itself. For a more detailed discussion, see Chapter 1.
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1970s that converted these once-extraneous elements of art’s staging into the central materials of 
a proto-recessional aesthetics.
In Chapter Two, I turn my attention more explicitly towards the notion of art labour as the site of 
aesthetic activity. Taking two early ‘maintenance performances’ by Mierle Laderman Ukeles as a 
case study, I explore the subtle ways in which the museum uses its cleaning staff to subliminally 
influence a viewer’s aesthetic experience within the institution, and discuss Ukeles engagement of 
these peripheral roles as an artistic medium. In Ukeles prominent dramatisations of this normally 
hidden janitorial effort, the overlooked contribution of reproductive labour in the cultural sphere is 
allowed to appear on the aesthetic stage it normally works to set.
Sceptical of its blue-collar hagiography, in the following chapter I revisit Ukeles’ practice from a 
more critical perspective, questioning the limitations of an approach that would simply transform 
peripheral gallery labour into the subject matter of theatrical display. In search of an alternative 
model though which to consider my own backstage labour as practice, I look to the collaborative 
works of Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, exploring their subtler reclamation of 
contracted install work as a form of near-invisible practice within the institution. I then examine 
Jessie Bullivant’s Inside Job (2015), a piece in which the artist occupied and redirected the labours 
of the museum’s invigilation staff. In each of these approaches, rather than converting labour into 
their subject matter, the artists identify the potential of working from within the functional roles of 
art’s backstage: reorienting this contingent labour in order to re-shape contexts for aesthetic 
reception. 
In Chapter Four, I propose that my operation of an ARI be read as a natural extension of the 
recessional practices of D’Arcangelo, Nadin and Bullivant: as a more comprehensive attempt to 
construct a particular context for aesthetic experience. Taking the Peter Nadin gallery as a 
precedent, I argue that by removing my background labour from existing institutional models, and 
instead directing it in a coordinated way towards the establishment of new exhibition spaces, I am 
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able to regain agency over the contexts in which my work, and that of my contemporaries, 
appears. It is in this way that I come to frame my background labour within the ARI as a form of 
aesthetic practice in and of itself.
Having situated my practice entirely within art’s backstage, I am then faced with a dilemma: how 
best to display this invisible, durational work in the context of an MFA? Unwilling to simply 
foreground this labour for fear of compromising its actual peripheral function, in my final chapter I 
discuss an experimental exhibition platform established as a practical component of my research 
that responded to this challenge. AJAR, which operated from my own studio within Sydney College 
of the Arts and adopted its window as a conceptual tool for layered display, is proposed here as a 
model that might allow the Recessional Aesthetic practice of ARI operation to be glimpsed in its 
natural habitat.
3
01. Out of Bounds of the Bound Margin: The Artwork’s Impossible Edge
If the central aim of this paper is to elaborate an aesthetic model particular to art’s backstage 
labours - one that can adequately account for the nuances of an art practice in recess - it will first 
be necessary to show that these activities can in fact be considered aesthetic at all. For it is 
undeniable that in a perceived hierarchy of artistic production, the efforts required to operate and 
maintain spaces for exhibition have traditionally been understood as mere supplement to the ex 
nihilo act of artistic creation itself. Whether appreciated as valuable support or derided as intrusive 
mediation, for many the varied backstage labours that frame and contextualise works of art remain 
a utilitarian second to the works they serve to stage. 
Such an understanding stems from the persistence of a Kantian conception of modern aesthetics, 
in which there exists the self-contained artwork with its discernible ‘edges’, and all else that is 
exterior to it. Over the course of the preceding century, however, such simplistic divisions between 
an artwork and its contextualising network of presentation have been consistently troubled, as a 
range of artists and theorists have explored the constitutive role that peripheral elements play in 
the construction of an aesthetic experience. This chapter looks to the 1970s as a focal point of 
such ideas, embodied here in Jacques Derrida’s writings on The Parergon. It then maps a 
selection of critical practices of the decade, tracing the gradual expansion of an indeterminate 
aesthetic margin that would eventually swell to incorporate its recessional hosts.
“These questions … of the frame, of the limit between inside and outside, must, somewhere in the 
margins, be constituted together.” 2
 
Published in 1978, Derrida’s The Parergon is formulated as a response to Emmanuel Kant’s 
Critique of Judgement. In this “third critique,”  Kant claims that the object proper to art is that which 3
 Jacques Derrida, The Truth in Painting (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 542
 The Critique of Judgement (1790) built upon ideas Kant had developed in two earlier texts: The Critique of Pure 3
Reason (1781) and the Critique of Practical Reason (1788).
4
the viewer experiences in a state of ‘disinterested delight.’  By this he does not mean to say that 4
we remain indifferent towards the artwork, but rather that we must be able to draw pleasure from it 
on terms that do not connect it to broader ‘interests’ outside of the work itself. Unlike other forms of 
pleasure that can be causally determined or cognitively explained by recourse to “sense or 
reason,”  a pure aesthetic experience is only possible according to Kant, “so far as its determining 5
ground is commingled with no merely empirical delight.”  Put simply, the artwork must transcend its 6
context, appearing to the viewer as if independent of the wider world in which it exists. 
To claim such a privileged site for aesthetic experience - one “(detached) from all interests”  - Kant 7
must necessarily determine its boundaries. For if the artwork can only be considered independently 
of any relation to external influences, then a margin must exist that produces this independence: a 
partition that separates the artwork from a non-aesthetic outside. Art “cuts out its field,” Derrida 
surmises, “only by cutting itself off.”  Thus, Kant requires of himself a border around the artwork, 8
which he names the parergon.  These parerga exist at/as the external edge of an artwork - “the 9
frames of pictures… the colonnades of palaces” - but are, according to Kant, “only an adjunct, and 
not an intrinsic constituent”  of the artworks themselves. It is on this point that Derrida perceives a 10
contradiction - one on which he will mount his deconstruction.
Kant’s artwork claims as its determining characteristic an absolute independence from all that falls 
outside its formal limits. And yet here he must admit its dependance on the parergon. As Kant 
 Emmanuel Kant, Critique of Judgement, trans. James Creed Meredith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 374
 Kant establishes his definition of aesthetic pleasure by contrasting this form of delight wiht two others: “Delight in the 5
Agreeable” and “Delight in the Good.” These secondary forms of pleasure, Kant explains, are connected to identifiable 
interests - the gratification of sensuous desire and the achievement of particular ends, respectively. (See First Section, 
First Book, First Moment - “Of the Judgement of Taste: Moment of Quality.”)
 ibid. 556
 ibid. 437
 Derrida, The Truth in Painting, 378
 Kant, Critique of Judgement,  579
 ibid. 5710
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himself states, the parergon makes the artwork “clearly, definitely, and completely perceptible”  as 11
an object suitable for aesthetic judgement. The apparent transcendence of the artwork requires 
this external, deictic frame to mark it out as distinct: that is, to establish its aesthetic eligibility. In 
this sense Derrida observes that it is the parergon itself, as a contextualising force, that “gives rise 
to the work”  and makes an aesthetic experience possible at all. Far from mere adjunct, the 12
parergon is exposed as a constitutive element of art’s very existence.
Such an observation is certainly borne out in our contemporary context. In the wake of the 
readymade  and the persistence of dematerialised conceptual practice - a period in which almost 13
anything has the potential to be considered art - the artwork can no longer claim that its specificity 
is a result of its formal essence alone. For curator and art historian Beatrice von Bismarck, the 
processes involved in framing or staging an aesthetic event are then highlighted as “constitutive 
aspects of artworks”  in the contemporary. Echoing Derrida, she states that the frames that work 14
to situate an object within the field of aesthetic perception are, in fact, “the means by which 
(artworks) distinguish themselves from other things in the field of appearance.”  15
But what are these frames, exactly? Having identified the parergon as an active agent in the 
shaping of aesthetic experience, Derrida then turns his attention to its limits: “Where does a 
parergon begin and end?”  Kant contains his description of the parergon to the literal edge of the 16
artwork’s physical form - to the wooden frame that surrounds the painting or the columns that 
border the palace. But on what grounds does he draw so fine a margin? Would it not be possible, 
  Kant, Critique of Judgement,  5611
 Derrida, The Truth in Painting, 912
 I refer here to Marcel Duchamp’s presentation of a series of readily available, mass produced objects as works of art, 13
beginning with Bottle Rack (1914). With these works, Duchamp called attention to the limitations of any attempt to define 
an artwork purely in terms of the object’s formal properties, exposing the broader networks of authorisation involved in 
aesthetic becoming. 
 Beatrice Von Bismarck, “Notes on Showing Showing: Louise Lawler And the Art of Curatorial Hospitality,” in Performing 14
the Curatorial: Within and Beyond Art, ed. Maria Lind (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012), 138 
 ibid. 138 15
 Derrida, The Truth in Painting, 5716
6
Derrida asks, to identify a broader network of forces involved in the marking out of an aesthetic 
field? Forces with agency and intention: the ‘interests’ that Kant seeks to excise? Much critical 
practice of the 1970s proceeds as a response to these very questions, exploring the parergon’s 
scope and receding “step by step” into the margins at each increment.
“Parerga have a thickness, a surface which separates them … from the wall on which the painting is 
hung, from the space in which statue or column is erected, then, step by step, from the whole field of 
historical, economic, political inscription…” 17
The interrogation of the painting’s physical frame by the French collective Supports / Surfaces 
represents the first degree of such an exploration. Taking Kant’s supposedly neutral limit as their 
focus, the group consistently worked to expose the stretcher frame as an active element of the 
painting’s aesthetic transformation. In doing so they questioned the “value of naturalness"  which 18
Kant determined to be the objective, finite edge between image and world. The artists Nöel Dolla 
and Jean-Pierre Pincemin routinely presented unstretched sections of painted fabric as completed 
works (fig.1, 2). Hung loosely from the wall, warping and sagging at their edges by virtue of gravity, 
these works highlight the absence of any rectilinear border that would mark them off from their 
surroundings, and yet maintain their presence as discrete, formalist objects. This gesture points to 
an additional contextualising force outside of the physical frame itself: “The wall on which the 
painting is hung.”19
With the American Minimalists, an understanding of the parergon moves further beyond the formal 
limits of the artwork, beyond the wall that frames the painting, to include the entirety of the “space 
in which the sculpture… is erected.”  The almost-flat floor pieces by Carl Andre, for instance, invite 20
the viewer to walk across their surface (fig. 3) and, in doing so, produce a subtle amplification of 
 ibid. 6017
 ibid. 5718
 ibid.19
 ibid.20
7
Fig. 1 
Noel Dolla, Toile libre, 1971
Stamps on sheet, 295 x 210cm
Represented by Ceysson & Bénétière
8
Fig. 2 
Jean-Pierre Pincemin, Carrés collés, 1973. 
Acrylic on striped fabric, 270 x 240cm. 
Represented by Ceysson & Bénétière. 
9
Fig. 3 
Carl Andre, 144 Magnesium Square, 1969 (Installation view) 
Magnesium plate , 366 x 366 x 1cm
10
the broader surface on which they in turn sit. Inversely, works that approach the monolithic - such 
as the steel pieces of Richard Serra (fig. 4) function by establishing particular relationships of scale 
between the artwork, the viewer and the gallery itself. The built environment of the gallery that 
surrounds the sculpture - and through which the audience moves while viewing the work - comes 
to be recognised as an inseparable component of the overall aesthetic experience. Robert Morris - 
both practitioner and theorist of this “new work”  - dedicates a significant portion of his essay 21
Notes on Sculpture, Part 2 to this very point. “The space of the room itself,” he comes to surmise, 
“is a structuring factor… in terms of the kinds of compression (it) can effect upon the object-subject 
terms.”  22
Morris would stop short of claiming that such works establish an “environmental situation”  in 23
which the total experience of the gallery space could be considered the content of the work. While 
acknowledging the parergonal influence of site, Minimalist practice nonetheless insisted on the 
primacy of the sculpture, as it was the object’s formal qualities that created particular experiences 
within an existing architectural field. In this sense, Michael Asher’s site-specific examinations of 
institutional architecture represent a further recession into the parergon’s depths. In Asher’s 
practice of the 1970s, the Minimalist’s sculptural addition to a space was replaced by a gesture of 
subtraction. Asher consistently presented no objects for display at all, instead limiting himself to 
architectural interventions in an attempt to focus the viewer’s attention solely on an experience of 
the gallery itself. Modular partitioning walls - “designed to function as a backdrop for the 
presentation of paintings and objects”  - are a leitmotif in Asher’s early practice, and were 24
variously extended (fig. 5), altered (fig. 6), or removed entirely - as was the case in a work from 
1974 that saw the artist expose the normally hidden office space at the rear of Claire Copley 
gallery, LA (fig. 7). Treating these hidden infrastructures of display as an artistic medium, Asher’s 
 In his writings of the period, Robert Morris preferences the broader terms “new work” and “new sculpture” to the more 21
limiting descriptor of Minimalism. See Morris’ varied Notes on Sculpture (Parts 1-4) as identified in the following footnote.
 Robert Morris, Continuous Project Altered Daily: The Writings of Robert Morris (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993), 1622
 ibid. 1623
 Michael Asher, Writings 1973-1983 on Works 1969-1979 (Halifax: The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and 24
Design, 1983), 1
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Fig. 4 
Richard Serra, Piece for Documenta V (CIRCUIT), 1972
Hot roll steel, 4 plates, each 244 x 732 x 2.5cm
Installation view: Akira Ikeda Gallery, Tokyo
12
Fig. 5
Michael Asher, 18’6” x 6’9” x 11’21/2” x 47’ x 11 3/16” x 29’8 1/2” x 31’ 9 3/16”, 1969. 
Plan drawing for exhibition, indicating the extension of the central temporary wall. 
Exhibited at San Francisco Art Institute, 1969
13
Fig. 6
Michael Asher, Lisson Gallery, 1973
Installation view of exhibition, indicating the excised portion at the base of the gallery wall
14
Fig. 7
Michael Asher, Claire Copley Gallery, 1974. 
Installation view, showing the gallery’s exposed office space after the removal of a partitioning wall.
15
works examined the ways in which the institution’s construction of supposedly objective or inert 
spaces for exhibition subtly influenced a viewer’s aesthetic experience.
With Hans Haacke, the concept of the parergon exceeds the material and spatial frame entirely 
and enters into the broader “field of historical, economic, and political inscription.”  Haacke 25
routinely traced the varied ways in which financial and political interests outside the museum came 
to shape the display of art within these supposedly neutral cultural institutions. In two works from 
the mid 70s - Manet-PROJEKT ’74 (Bunch of Asparagus) (1974) (fig. 8) and Seurat’s "Les 
Poseuses" (Small Version) 1888-1975 (1975) (fig. 9) - Haacke documented and displayed the 
sales records of the aforementioned paintings, foregrounding the financial incentives that often 
determine acquisition policy. Similarly, MoMA Poll of 1970 (fig. 10) drew the audience’s attention to 
the composition of the Museum of Modern Art’s board of trustees, making explicit the political 
leanings of its major donor Governor Rockefeller. Where the museum presents itself as a kind of 
objective container, isolating the artwork for the viewer’s “pure gaze,” as sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu notes, Haacke’s works “reestablish the link with the context”  that informs the museum’s 26
very existence. 
The practices discussed thus far chart a significant shift in artistic thinking: one that has come to 
recognise the influence of a widening network of peripheral forces on the construction of any 
aesthetic experience. “The parergon,” as performance scholar Shannon Jackson explains, 
“becomes less a guarantor of an ‘extra-aesthetic’ realm than a figure for the precarity of such a 
delineation.”  The artwork’s distinct ontological presence is shown here to be dependant on a 27
whole host of interconnected parerga, stretching from the physical edge of the painting to the 
frameworks of display employed by the museum. But what of those people employed by the 
museum?  What of the influence of our recessional hosts? 
 Derrida, The Truth in Painting, 5725
 Pierre Bourdieu and Hans Haacke, Free Exchange (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995), 9126
 Shannon Jackson, Social Works (New York: Routledge, 2011), 1527
16
Fig. 8
Hans Haacke, Manet-PROJEKT ’74, 1974 (detail).
10 panels, each 52 x 80cm, and one colour reproduction of Manet’s Bunch of Asparagus, 83 x 94cm
First exhibited at Paul Maenz Gallery, Cologne, July 1974
17
Fig. 9
Hans Haacke, Seurat’s “Les Poseuses” (small version), 1888-1975 (installation view)
14 panels, each 51 x 76cm, and one colour reproduction of Seurat’s Les Poseuses, 59 x 69cm; 
all framed behind glass
First exhibited at John Weber Gallery, New York, May 1975
18
Fig. 10
Hans Haacke, MOMA-Poll, 1970 (installation view). 
Printed signage, transparent ballot boxes, photoelectric counting device, ballot papers 
Exhibited as part of the exhibition Information, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1970
19
02. The Back Half of Life: Mierle Laderman Ukeles and the Aesthetics of Maintenance
Those investigations of art’s backstage outlined in Chapter One, while identifying the museum as 
an “expansive set of social relations”,  nonetheless retained a blindspot when it came to the 28
institution’s own workforce. It would take a different strain of critical practice, one more attuned to 
the invisible labour on which the world turns, to recognise this human dimension as a contributing 
factor in the museum’s construction of aesthetic experience. 
Informed by - and developed in tandem with - the burgeoning Feminist theory of the 1970s, a 
number of artists drew parallels between Capitalism’s reliance on undervalued domestic labour 
and the museum’s suppression of its own backstage labour force. This chapter looks to the early 
work of Mierle Laderman Ukeles as a key example of such an approach, focusing on three 
‘cleaning performances’ developed for Lucy Lippard’s landmark exhibition of feminist and 
conceptual art, C. 7,500. In each of these pieces Ukeles exposed the background labour of the 
institution as a vital component of art’s staging.
“One must work hard to cast the glow of unwork.”29
Published by Margaret Benston in 1969, The Political Economy of Women’s Liberation was a 
formative text in the development of a Marxist Feminist  position that gained momentum during 30
the 1970s. Moving away from previous assumptions that attributed gendered oppression to cultural 
factors such as marriage or socialisation processes, Benston argued that the origins of such 
inequality were in fact largely economic. Benston identified a division within Capitalism that 
privileged productive labour (the generation of goods with surplus exchange value) not only above 
 Frazer Ward, “The Haunted Museum: Institutional Critique and Publicity,” October 73 (Summer 1995): 7928
 Alexander Galloway, The Interface Effect (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012), 2529
 I use the contested moniker ‘Marxist Feminism’ here, as it is openly adopted by Margaret Benston whose writing’s 30
have formed the basis of my comments. For a comprehensive discussion of the differentiation between various branches 
of Feminist theory, see Martha E. Gimenez, “What’s Material About Materialist Feminism” in Radical Philosophy’s online 
journal: https://www.radicalphilosophy.com/article/whats-material-about-materialist-feminism
20
but apart from reproductive labour (the domestic maintenance of the ‘private’ sphere). “In a society 
in which money determines value,” Benston explains, “women are a group who work outside the 
money economy.”  Marxist Feminism sought to highlight this claim as fallacy, exposing productive 31
labour’s dependence on the labour of the domestic sphere and so making explicit reproductive 
labour’s connection to the overall operation of Capital. “Unpaid labour in the home,” Benston 
reiterates at the close of her essay “is necessary if the entire system is to function.”32
Written in the same year that Benston’s treatise appeared, Mierle Laderman Ukeles’ Manifesto for 
Maintenance Art 1969! (MMA) (fig.11, 12) reads in many ways as a direct transposition of Marxist 
Feminism’s central premise into the context of the art world. In the MMA…, Ukeles outlined art’s 
supposed division into “two basic systems: Development and Maintenance.”  Within the category 33
of Development she places all the qualities valued so highly by Modernist thinking: “pure individual 
creation; the new; change; progress; advance; excitement.”  Maintenance, by contrast, involves 34
ideas of repetition, sustenance, and preservation: propping up the avant-garde but holding a “lousy 
status”  in the culture at large. As American curator Helen Molesworth notes, “Ukeles’ manifesto 35
insists that ideals of modernity … are dependent on the denigrated and boring labor of 
maintenance.”  The relationship here is synonymous with Benston’s production/reproduction 36
dichotomy: domestic labour is to Capitalism as maintenance labour is to art. With the MMA and her 
subsequent practice, Ukeles set out to highlight the constitutive role that background maintenance 
labour plays in the staging of cultural experience.
In works that immediately followed the MMA’s publication, Ukeles focused exclusively on her own 
domestic sphere as the site for her maintenance art. Over the course of three years, various 
 Margaret Benston, The Political Economy of Women’s Liberation (Toronto: New Hogtown Press, 1973): 431
 ibid. 1132
 Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “Manifesto For Maintenance Art 1969! Proposal for an exhibition ‘Care’," in Six Years: The 33
Dematerialization of the Art Object, edited by Lucy R. Lippard. (New York: New York University Press, 1979): 220-221
 ibid. 22034
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 Helen Molesworth, “House Work Art Work,” October 92 (Spring 2000): 7836
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Fig. 11
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Manifesto for Maintenance Art 1969!, 1969 (installation view) 
Re-exhibited as part of Making Room – Spaces of Anticipation @ ar/ge Kunst Galerie Museum, 2014
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Fig. 12
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Manifesto for Maintenance Art 1969!, 1969 (detail) 
23
monotonous labours of the home would be elevated to the status of artistic practice by the 
application of an aesthetic lens. The series Private Performances of Personal Maintenance as Art 
(1970-73) for example, utilised documentary photography to capture Ukeles undertaking routine 
tasks: rinsing diapers, preparing food or mopping the floor (fig.13, 14). Similarly, in Dressing to Go 
Out / Undressing to Come In, (1973) (fig.15, 16) she adopted the format of serial photography to 
record the daily struggle involved in clothing her young children. With Maintenance Art: Personal 
Time Studies: Log (1973), Ukeles took on the Kawara-esque task  of systematically logging her 37
duties within the home. In addition to validating these mundane domestic tasks, Ukeles’ adoption 
of techniques common to Conceptual and Process art - seriality, repetition, objective 
documentation - made explicit the role that reproductive thinking (unconsciously) occupied in the 
apparently developmental practices of her contemporaries. These practices, Ukeles notes in her 
Manifesto, claimed to represent “pure development and change, yet (employed) almost purely 
maintenance processes.”38
“Serra was this steel worker without the work, without the workers. And Judd was this 
carpenter without workers. They didn’t have workers, they didn’t have people, 
they had objects — or they had results.”39
In 1973, at the invitation of Lucy R. Lippard, Ukeles expanded the scope of her Maintenance Art 
project, presenting a series of seventeen performance works as part of the landmark exhibition 
C. 7,500.  Whereas her previous approach had sought to elevate domestic labour through its 40
conversion into formalised artworks, the performances presented at C. 7,500 instead looked to the 
 I refer here to three series by the Japanese conceptualist On Kawara in particular: I Got Up, I Went and I Met, (each 37
1968 - 1979) in which Kawara documented his routine experiences of rising, travelling and interacting, respectively.
 Ukeles, “Manifesto For Maintenance Art 1969!” 22038
 Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “Manifesto for Maintenance: A Conversation With Mierle Laderman Ukeles,” interviewed by 39
Bartholomew Ryan, Art in America Online, March 18, 2009. Accessed 1 July, 2018.
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/interviews/draft-mierle-interview/
 C. 7,500 was developed for the California Institute of the Arts and took various forms across multiple institutions 40
between May 1973 and February 1974. In addition to the performance works presented at the Wadsworth Athenaeum, 
documentation of Ukeles previous domestic maintenance projects was also exhibited at the Walker Art Centre in 
Minneapolis as part of the larger exhibition. 
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Fig. 13
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Private Performances of Personal Maintenance as Art, 1970-1973 
Black and white photographs, dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York
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Fig. 14
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Private Performances of Personal Maintenance as Art, 1970-1973 (detail)
Black and white photographs, dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York
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Fig. 15
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Dressing to Go Out / Undressing to Come In, 1973 (installation view). 
95 black-and-white photographs, each 9 x 13cm mounted on foam core, chain and dust rag, 
overall dimensions 140 x 107cm.
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Fig. 16
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Dressing to Go Out / Undressing to Come In, 1973 (detail)
28
reproductive labour of the museum’s own maintenance staff - labour more immediately involved in 
aesthetic staging. In a suite of these ‘Maintenance Pieces’ performed at the Wadsworth 
Athenaeum in Hartford, Connecticut, Ukeles dramatised the functional operations of the institution, 
performing various maintenance roles (cleaner, security personnel, conservator) in the guise of 
artist. In the process, Ukeles highlighted a variety of ways in which the museum sought to project 
an objective image of itself by suppressing the subjective network of individuals on which its 
operation depended.
Transfer: The Maintenance of the Art Object, (1973)
Ukeles’ first piece for the Wadsworth Athenaeum took the form of a choreographed performance 
involving the artist, the museum’s head conservator, and a member of the museum’s maintenance 
staff. Transfer: The Maintenance of the Art Object (fig.17) centred around an Egyptian mummy - 
itself an emblem of human maintenance - which was displayed lying horizontally inside a large 
glass vitrine. According to the museum’s regular protocol, the cleaning of the protective glass case 
fell under the auspices of the maintenance worker, while care for the mummy itself was the 
exclusive role of the conservator. Ukeles began by having the maintenance worker perform his 
prescribed duty, wiping the case clean. She then repeated the same action herself, but designated 
her own performance to be the creation of a “dust painting” on the glass’s surface. In so doing, in 
the role of ‘artist,’ she nominally converted the purely functional glass case into an art object. 
Having elevated the case to the status of artwork, the conservator - rather than the cleaner - was 
now required to wipe the glass clean. The overt critique offered by this work questioned the 
imposed hierarchy between these three positions: artist, conservator, cleaner. Ukeles challenged 
this division by presenting the actions of each as literally commensurate: each worker performing 
the same simple task under different professional banners, ”testing, expanding, and transposing 
their definitions.”41
 Sherry Buckberrough, Mierle Laderman Ukeles | MATRIX 137: September 20 - November 15, 1998 (Hartford: 41
Wadsworth Atheneum, 1998), 4
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Fig. 17
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Transfer: The Maintenance of the Art Object, 1973 (details)
B/W Photographic documentaion of perfomance. Duration variable.
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Fig. 18
Marcel Broodthaers, Musée d’Art Moderne à vendre - Pour cause de faillite 
(Museum of Modern Art For Sale - By Reason of Bankruptcy), 1970-71
Produced under the banner of the Musée’s ‘Section Financiere’
Artist’s book: Letterpress dust jacket wrapped around catalogue for 
Kölner Kunstmarkt ‘71 with artist’s inscriptions, 42 x 35cm. 
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Transfer… can also be seen, however, to operate at another level - one that exposes 
“departmentalisation” as a key element of the museums subjective obfuscation. The segmentation 
of art’s display into specialised departments - in this case “Conservation” and “Maintenance” - 
obscures the fact that these tasks are of course performed by subjective individuals. By abstracting 
this labour into a kind of professional taxonomy, the museum is able to project an image of rational, 
objective authority. The Belgian conceptualist Marcel Broodthaers was well aware of this approach 
when establishing his fictive Musée d’Art Moderne, Département des Aigles. A kind of 
“gesamtkunstwerk” of Institutional Critique, this work involved the creation of a fictive museum 
located (initially) in the artist’s own home. Though the museum was in fact the subjective creation 
of a single artist, Broodthaers presented his Musée as if composed of proliferate “Sections” - 
amongst them a finance department and another dedicated to advertising (fig.18) - “in order to lend 
its lies more power and credibility.”  42
Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Outside (1973)
Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Inside (1973) 
In Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Outside (fig. 19, 20) & Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Inside 
(fig. 21), Ukeles focused her attention on the exterior and interior surfaces of the institution’s 
architecture, respectively. Beginning at the museum’s front steps, the artist set herself the task of 
scrubbing the stone until its surface “became a mirror.”  As the outward facing edge of its physical 43
presence, the museum’s facade is a kind of parergon that seeks to isolate the collection from the 
wider world, providing visitors to the museum a “disinterested” refuge. As such, the sanitising of the 
museum’s entranceway is a task generally performed outside gallery hours, so as not to interrupt 
 Marcel Broodthaers interviewed by Johannes Cladders in January 1972. Reprinted in Institutional Critique: An 42
Anthology of Artist’s Writings, edited by Alexander Alberro and Blake Stimson (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2009), 139
 Buckberrough, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, 6. This notion of a surface that might mirror the public back to itself as an 43
entity dependant on maintenance would recur throughout Ukeles later practice. For the work Sanitation Celebrations: 
Grand Finale of the First NYC Art Parade, Part I: The Social Mirror, 1983, Ukeles had the exterior of a garbage truck 
plated in reflective material and paraded it through the streets of New York.
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Fig. 19
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Outside, 1973 (detail) 
Photograph documenting performance held at the Wadsworth Athenaeum 
Presented as part of the exhibition c. 7,500, curated by Lucy Lippard
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Fig. 20
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Outside, 1973
Photographic documentation of performance held at the Wadsworth Athenaeum 
Presented as part of the exhibition c. 7,500, curated by Lucy Lippard
34
Fig. 21
Mierle Laderman Ukeles, Washing / Tracks / Maintenance: Inside, 1973
Photographic documentation of performance held at the Wadsworth Athenaeum 
Presented as part of the exhibition c. 7,500, curated by Lucy Lippard
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the illusion of the institution as a “self-contained and independent site, a site devoid of interest.”  44
By obstructing the passageway into the museum with her janitorial presence, Ukeles established a 
kind of picket line that visitors were forced to acknowledge before they could enter, highlighting the 
background labours of maintenance staff as an integral component of the visitor’s overall aesthetic 
experience. 
Ukeles second cleaning performance saw the artist turn her attention to the museum’s interior, to 
the “perfectly immaculate white spaces” that contemporary critic Miwon Kwon identified as being 
“emblematic of its “neutrality.’”  Moving through the Athenaeum’s galleries with mop and bucket in 45
tow, Ukeles systematically worked to eradicate any traces that visitors left on the museum’s 
pristine marble floor. Whereas these janitorial duties would generally be performed with almost 
invisible subtlety so as not to interrupt the White Cube’s neutral aura, Ukeles exaggerated her task: 
following closely on the heels of visitors and falling to her hands and knees to scrub particularly 
stubborn sections of the floor. In her refusal to hide this necessary maintenance task, Ukeles 
enacted what Shannon Jackson would come to term an “Infrastructural Avowal.”  The 46
interconnected networks of background labour required to stage an aesthetic experience were 
here acknowledged, and given a visual prominence previously reserved for discrete objects in the 
museum’s collection. Through their dramatisation, these monotonous tasks of invisible 
maintenance were converted into the materials of Ukeles practice.
In each of Ukeles’ performances at the Wadsworth Athenaeum, the museum’s maintenance staff 
are shown to occupy a necessary - though peripheral - position in a chain that allows the 
ontological field of art to be perpetuated. Reprising Benston’s comments for an analysis of Ukeles’ 
work, Ukranian critic Marina Vishmidt explains: “if all the unwaged, naturalised, feminised 
radicalised, labour were to stop from one day to the other, so would the conditions for the display 
 Molesworth, House Work Art Work, 8244
 Miwon Kwon, “Genealogy of Site Specificity,” in One Place After Another: Site Specific Art and Locational Identity 45
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002), 19
 Shannon Jackson, “Working Publics,” Performance Research 16, No. 2 (2011): 1146
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and appreciation of the sovereign act of art.”  In Ukeles’ Marxist Feminist approach to the 47
museum, then, the recessional labours of its workforce are no longer understood as sitting 
“outside” the aesthetic field. Instead, they occupy a parergonal relationship to it: constitutive, yet 
rendered invisible in order for the model itself to appear natural.
 Marina Vishmidt, “Management and Maintenance,” in Look at Hazards, Look at Losses, ed. Anthony Iles and Marina 47
Vishmidt (Berlin: Mute Books, 2017),14
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03. Behind, the Scenes: Art, Labour, and the Limits of Representation 
In Ukeles’ 1973 performances, art’s background labour was converted into the recognisable form 
of an artwork and offered up to “the public realm of aesthetic contemplation,”  appearing on the 48
stage it would normally work to set. While this representational approach certainly highlights the 
often invisible maintenance labour of art workers, it also risks neutralising the specific, peripheral 
contribution that this labour makes to aesthetic experience. In this chapter I explore the ways in 
which such labour, when allowed to remain in recess, is capable of shaping particular, nuanced 
contexts for aesthetic encounter.
“What they say is a stage is the actual heaving everything of the human everyone. 
It requires no separate class of actors upon it.” 49
Driven by a Marxist Feminist approach to culture, Ukeles’ overarching artistic project aims to reveal 
an undervalued class of labour - that is, to represent it in the political sense of the word. 
Importantly, whereas the broader aims of Marxist Feminism were primarily concerned with equal 
financial remuneration for invisible reproductive labour,  Ukeles project instead sought to have 50
such roles valued on aesthetic terms: “for hers is a world where maintenance labor is equal in 
value to artistic labor.”  Like Millet painting his Gleaners (fig. 22),  she understands her work to 51 52
be a gift of aesthetic visibility, one that might “beautify (even beatify) those who, like women, do the 
 Miwon Kwon, “In Appreciation of Invisible Work: Mierle Laderman Ukeles and the Maintenance of the “White Cube”,” 48
Documents 10 (1997): 17
 Anne Boyer, Garments Against Women (London: Mute Books, 2016), 22 49
 A broader aim of Marxist Feminism would involve the overturning of the Capitalist model in its entirety. However, in the 50
unfortunate absence of such an event, the movement agitated for economic independence for women. A key campaign 
in this respect would be International Wages for Housework which was launched in Italy in 1972.
 Helen Molesworth, “House Work Art Work,” 9551
 The Gleaners, painted by Jean-François Millet in 1857, is indicative of a key shift in representational painting 52
commonly referred to as Realism. In this work, and others like it, the artist depicts women from a low socioeconomic 
class in a style previously reserved for figures of religious or historical importance.
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Fig. 22
Jean-François Millet, The Gleaners, 1857
 Oil on canvas, 84 x 111cm
Collection Musée d’Orsay. 
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dirty work.”  As such, Ukeles engages in what performance theorist Patricia Falguierès has 53
described as the “veritable dramaturgy of unveiling.”  Here, art’s backstage labour is theatrically 54
exposed and converted into content for its main event. By foregrounding the labour of art workers, 
Ukeles seeks to imbue it with nobility by “lending it the value of art.”55
Such an approach is mirrored by a number of practitioners working in Ukeles wake. Janine Antoni’s 
Loving Care (1993) (fig.23), for instance, involved the artist mopping the gallery with her own hair: 
replacing the generally concealed cleaning task with a grand display of bodily effort. Contemporary 
artist/dancer Adam Linder, as part of his series of hireable Choreographic Services recently on 
display at the Wattis Institute, San Francisco, included a piece entitled Some Cleaning (2013)    
(fig. 24). In this work, dancers metaphorically wash the walls, sweep the floors and remove waste 
from the museum’s receptacles. Here, Linder presents the maintenance of the museum as a kind 
of orchestrated ballet, in which its workers are transformed into aesthetic material.
While appearing to champion its supporting role, then, these artists nonetheless read the labour of 
the art worker as aesthetically passive - simply another form of culturally undervalued reproductive 
support work that requires the symbolic activation of the artist to elevate it to the status of artistic 
activity. As Miwon Kwon writes, “in Ukeles' bent figure, scrubbing the steps of the museum, one 
sees not only the secret labor required to sustain a specific cultural institution, but also countless 
other maintenance workers - maids, janitors, and mothers.”  This generalised approach equates 56
the labour of the home - or of the sanitation department that Ukeles would come to work with later 
in her practice - with that of the art worker. But unlike domestic labour or waste management, 
which have a more tangential relationship to aesthetic contexts, the maintenance labour of the art 
worker is already intimately tied to the construction of aesthetic experience. As a parergon that 
 Lucy Lippard, “The Garbage Girls,” in The Pink Glass Swan: Selected Essays on Feminist Art. (New York: The New 53
Press, 1995), 259
 Patricia Falguierès, “Playground,” in A Theater Without Theater, ed. by Patricia Falguierès et al (Barcelona: Actar 54
Produccions, 2007), 28 
 Helen Molesworth, “Work Stoppages: Mierle Laderman Ukeles' Theory of Labor Value,” Documents 10 (1997): 2155
 Kwon, “In Appreciation of Invisible Work,” 1856
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Fig. 23
Janine Antoni, Loving Care, 1993 
Photo documentation of performance with ‘Loving Care’ hair dye, natural black 
Dimensions variable
Photographed by Prudence Cumming Associates
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Fig. 24
Adam Linder, Choreographic Service No.1: Some Cleaning, 2013
Photographic documentation of performance. Duration variable 
Performed by Enrico Ticconi at Kunstverein Hannover
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frames the work on show, the labour of the art worker directly influences its ultimate reception by 
shaping the context in which it appears. This peripheral, deictic influence goes beyond simple 
support, contributing to the viewer’s overall artistic encounter. As such, the potential manipulation 
of this labour of maintenance can be considered as constitutive of an artistic practice in and of 
itself.
By disregarding this already extant influence, Ukeles actually reinforces the very inequality that she 
hopes to amend, upholding a binary dynamic that accounts only for the two poles of production 
and reproduction. What curator Sherry Buckberrough identifies as Ukeles’  revolutionary “reversal 
of the hierarchy of authority”  still retains the notion of a hierarchy and so discounts the possibility 57
of recognising different degrees of aesthetic creation. As philosopher Jacques Ranciere has noted 
in his writings on the confluence between aesthetics and politics, “you can change the values given 
to each position without changing the meaning of the oppositions themselves.”  By acceding to 58
the museum’s claim that the position of validation is always that of spectacular prominence - of the 
staged work of art - Ukeles et al deny the unique contribution that this labour makes to aesthetic 
experience from behind the scenes. As Shannon Jackson writes, “The logic that calls for the 
overcoming of differentiation thus mis-recognizes the fundamental equality that is already there.”59
This inability to acknowledge the unique parergonal contribution that art worker’s labour makes to 
aesthetic experience is, I believe, an outcome of the logic of representative politics, which is 
capable of recognising only two modes of appearance: prominence or invisibility. As the labour of 
the art worker occurs in recess, it is therefore understood automatically by Ukeles and others like 
her as being undervalued and so in need of transposition into the spotlight. This assumption is 
possibly exacerbated by a confusion between ends and means. Utilised by the museum to 
perpetuate an image of its own neutrality, the labour of the art worker appears to Ukeles also to be 
 Buckberrough, Mierle Laderman Ukeles, 557
 Jacques Rancière, “The Emancipated Spectator,” Artforum 45, No.7 (March 2007): 27758
 Shannon Jackson, Social Works (New York: Routledge, 2011), 5359
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inherently neutral: a tool capable only of carrying out this singular reproductive function. But these 
same labours, if enacted differently, are capable of producing radically different contexts for 
aesthetic presentation. This is the true potential of a Recessional Aesthetics: “to re-evaluate and 
not just revalorise the activities of maintenance.”60
The first step in such a process of re-evaluation would involve a conceptual reclamation of artistic 
agency: the simple acknowledgement that one’s work in the background is a contributing factor not 
just in the perpetuation of an existing context, but in its active and ongoing construction. This is 
precisely the shift that was enacted by artists Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin while 
working together as part of the installation team at MoMa PS1 in 1977. Employed to build a series 
of temporary display walls, D’Arcangelo and Nadin stated - in the form of a contract countersigned 
by their employers - that their labour would be understood not only as a reproductive support for 
the museum, but as constituting a work of their own: a ‘construction piece’ aptly titled Seventeen 
Days Work. Copies of the contract were distributed as a typeset flyer, inviting visitors to the 
museum to consider not only the work on show, but also the work involved in the show’s own 
production. D’Arcangelo and Nadin would continue this approach over the next two years, 
refurbishing the homes of collectors “as a means of surviving in a capitalist economy”  that did not 61
discount their own contribution to aesthetic experience (fig. 25, 26). In doing so, the artists were 
able to subtly recalibrate their maintenance labour as something in excess of simple reproduction.
“Oh no, if you fuck up a minor character you fuck up a major one. They are more a part of 
the decor - a kind of Greek chorus. They carry the tension in a much more explicit way 
than the majors.”62
 Marina Vishmdt, “Management and Maintenance,” in Look at Hazards, Look at Losses, ed. Anthony Iles and Marina 60
Vishmidt (Berlin: Mute Books, 2017), 28 
 This text appears as a by-line in the contracts produced by D’Arcangelo and Nadin to accompany their Ceiling Pieces, 61
as can be seen in the reproductions of fig. 25, 26
 James Baldwin, “James Baldwin, The Art of Fiction No. 78,” interviewed by Jordan Elgrably. Paris Review, Issue 91, 62
Spring 1984. Accessed June 5, 2018. https://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/2994/james-baldwin-the-art-of-fiction-
no-78-james-baldwin
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Fig. 25
Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, Four days work / One hundred and ninety nine hours work, 1978 
Typeset flyer documenting the artist’s labour, 216 x 280mm (approx)
45
Fig. 26
Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, Nine days work / Five and a half days work, 1978 
Typeset flyer documenting the artist’s labour, 216 x 280mm (approx)
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Having recognised the parergonal influence that one wields when working in art’s backstage, it 
then becomes possible to consider its redirection. A recessional art practice in this sense moves 
away from the simple representation of maintenance work and instead begins to function from 
within its liminal position: inflecting these duties in an attempt to subtly alter the context of aesthetic 
reception. By way of example, we might look to a recent work by contemporary Australian artist 
Jessie Bullivant, entitled Inside Job.  
Commissioned to produce work for NEW15  at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art 63
(ACCA), Bullivant opted to engage the institution’s invigilation staff as her artistic material. The 
invigilator is a composite role common to contemporary institutional maintenance, tasked with 
ensuring the work on show is functioning correctly, observing visitor behaviour (a kind of soft 
security) and assisting with inquiries about the exhibition. Such a role - previously undertaken by 
Bullivant as an employee of the museum - is particularly important at the ACCA, which foregoes 
the use of informational wall texts entirely and relies on the invigilator to communicate its intentions 
directly with audiences. 
At Bullivant’s request, for the duration of NEW15 the invigilation staff were required to incorporate 
a small, barely perceptible gesture into all of their communications with visitors to the museum: a 
shrug (fig. 27- 29).  This “zero degree”  of performance - as if Bullivant had rewritten the stage 64 65
directions for the exhibition’s minor characters - provided an ambiguous caveat to the invigilator’s 
explanatory remarks, “introducing … uncertainty into an environment that’s all about grand 
 NEW is “ACCA’s annual commissions exhibition for rising Australian contemporary artists.” NEW15 was curated by 63
Melbourne artist Matt Hinkley ( https://acca.melbourne/exhibition/new15/ )
 As this performance took place intermittently at the discretion of the invigilators, no precise documentation of the 64
“shrug” exists. Fig. 27 & 28 depict invigilators within the ACCA gallery during NEW15. Fig. 29 depicts the promotional 
poster for NEW15, for which Bullivant submitted a series of stock images of shrugging strangers.
 Tara McDowell, “Jessie Bullivant: Inside Job.” In NEW15. (Melbourne: Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, 2015), 65
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Fig. 27
Jessie Bullivant, Inside Job, 2015 (installation view)
Shrug performed by invigilators
Exhibited in NEW15, curated by Matt Hinkley at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA). 
Photo: Andrew Curtis
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Fig. 28
Jessie Bullivant, Inside Job, 2015 (installation view)
Shrug performed by invigilators
Exhibited in NEW15, curated by Matt Hinkley at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA). 
Photo: Andrew Curtis
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Fig. 29
Jessie Bullivant, Inside Job, 2015 (installation view)
stock images used in advertising for NEW15
Exhibited in NEW15, curated by Matt Hinkley at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art (ACCA). 
Photo: Christo Crocker
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gestures and certainty.”  Leaving the specifics of this gesture up to the individual workers, 66
Bullivant thus encouraged the museum’s staff to consider their own subjective agency in the 
overall production of the institutional context.
This notion of the recessional artist as a kind of minor character within a larger performance is a 
productive one. The theatre, as Shannon Jackson claims, is far more willing than the museum to 
recognise its own aesthetic presentation as one dependent on the interconnected efforts of diverse 
players, each of whom make different - though equally important - contributions to the overall 
event. A “theatrical sensibility” she notes, “is interested in the coordinated systematicity of labor.”  67
For Jackson, by viewing the museum through the intermedial lens of theatre, it becomes possible 
to observe its overall functioning as a form of “staged management:”  a constant process of 68
becoming in which each role - however minor -  has agency over the particularities of the final 
production.
Interestingly, Bullivant herself has experience working in the theatre’s peripheries, being previously 
employed as an usher at the Clocktower Theatre in Moonee Ponds.  Much like an invigilator, the 69
usher is a point of human contact in the chain that connects a viewer with a work of art: “a 
supporting assistant who mediates between back and front stages.”  As Bullivant and Jackson are 70
aware, these contingent interactions are not merely functional, but involve a brief relationship 
between subjectivities - one that informs in subtle ways the viewer’s eventual aesthetic experience.  
“The theatrical effect” of a work like Bullivant’s then, “is not an effect of showing, it is an effect of 
mediation.”  Brendan McCleary, writing of his own experience as a performer of Bullivant’s 71
 Jessie Bullivant, in conversation with Annika Kristensen, Matt Hinkley and Adelle Mills. Recorded at ACCA on the 66
occasion of NEW15. Audio, 8:45. Accessed December 1, 2018. https://soundcloud.com/acca_melbourne/03-annika-
kristensen-in-conversation-with-matt-hinkley-jessie-bullivant-and-adelle-mills
 Shannon Jackson, Social Works (New York: Routledge, 2011), 11667
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 Jacques Rancière "Art and politics: Dissensus and its metamorphoses,” filmed June 10, 2016 at the Astrup Fearnley 71
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delegated work, recognised in these encounters “a clear reminder that the context and framing of 
an artwork shapes its reading.”  Bullivant’s manipulation of this contextualising labour thus 72
became an artistic gesture in recess.
The comparative study of works in this chapter identifies two distinctly different approaches taken 
by artists in regards to art’s backstage labour. The works of Ukeles, Antoni and Linder operated as 
overt gestures of critical interruption: exposing the museum’s dependence on background labour 
by bringing this invisible workforce into the spotlight. As Helen Molesworth observed, “when an 
identity delineated by maintenance… is foregrounded, the “proper” functioning of the public 
institution is compromised.”  In the process, however, they inadvertently compromised the 73
“proper” functioning of aesthetic maintenance itself - denying it agency in the overall shaping of the 
exhibition’s context. Whereas these artists took up art’s backstage labour as a kind of symbolic 
content for their work, D’Arcangelo, Nadin and Bullivant amongst others have come to recognise 
the potential of working from within this functional position: adopting and redirecting it as part of a 
Recessional Aesthetic practice that proposes new modes of aesthetic experience.
 Brendan McCleary, “An Inside Look Into and Inside Job,” Runway 28 (August 2015): np. Accessed November 10, 72
2018. http://runway.org.au/an-inside-look-into-an-inside-job/
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04. Seizing Control of the Means of (Re)production: Operating ARIs as Aesthetic Practice
As has been shown in the previous chapter, the backstage maintenance labour of the art worker 
within the institution cannot be understood as a merely passive or reproductive support. It exerts a 
peripheral influence on the reception of the works it frames and thus contributes to a viewer’s 
overall aesthetic experience. From this perspective, the manipulation or redirection of this labour 
can be considered as an artistic practice in its own right: as an attempt to de/reconstruct the 
contextual terms that shape a viewer’s aesthetic encounter.
Proceeding from this logic, in this chapter I consider my own background labour operating 
independent, artist run spaces (ARIs), as an elaborated version of this same process of context 
construction, and, as such, as constituting an extended form of artistic practice in recess. I then 
acknowledge the inherent difficulties of clearly identifying the impacts of this recessional practice, 
and the problems this poses in the context of the MFA.
“If we are always already serving, artistic freedom can only consist in determining for 
ourselves - to the extent that we can - who and how we serve.”74
In late 1978, Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin - with assistance from fellow artist Nick 
Lawson - began work on their final collaborative ‘construction piece’, entitled Thirty Days Work. 
Unlike the earlier works in this series, in which D’Arcangelo and Nadin had reclaimed their 
contracted labour within existing institutions as a form of recessional practice, Thirty Days Work 
involved the construction of a new gallery, located within Nadin’s home. Unsatisfied with - and 
highly critical of - the prominent institutional avenues for the presentation of art,  D’Arcangelo and 75
 Andrea Fraser, “How to Provide an Artistic Service” in Support Structures, edited by Céline Condorelli (Berlin: 74
Sternberg Press, 2009), 367
 D’Arcangelo’s practice in the years preceding his work with Nadin had included a number of anarchist interventions 75
into museum spaces. These involved the removal of paintings from gallery walls, the appending of critical texts beside 
museum works, and bodily gestures of protest at the entrance to large institutions such as MoMA and the Guggenheim.
For more on these works, see Ben Kinmont’s interview with Allan D’Arcangelo in Project Series: Christopher 
D’Arcangelo, edited by Kinmont (Paris: Antinomian Press, 2005), 16-24
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Nadin sought to establish an alternative space that they felt could better represent the practices of 
their contemporaries, as well as their own. 
Peter Nadin opened its doors to the public on November 9, 1978, launching its first (and only)  76
exhibition program, prescriptively titled The Work shown in this space is a response to the existing 
conditions and/or work previously shown within the space. For the first month of this program, the 
gallery remained empty - an announcement card (fig. 30) informing potential visitors of the 
materials used in the gallery’s construction (“Compound, Drywall, Wood, Nails, Paint”), its spatial 
limits (“1,450 sq. ft”) and the quantity of labour invested by its operators thus far (“30 days work”). 
In the months that followed, a series of artists were invited to produce exhibitions for the space. As 
the title of the program suggests, these exhibitions did not simply replace one other sequentially, 
but instead accumulated within the gallery. Each new addition to the space was accompanied by 
an extended version of the original announcement card, beginning always with the reminder that 
the space itself and the subsequent exhibitions were built upon Thirty Days Work. (fig. 31)
“Instead of having a gallery, Peter wanted to build, if you will, an identity, 
and a position in the art world.”77
What is particularly instructive here for the purposes of this paper is the persistent way in which 
D’Arcangelo and Nadin framed their own roles in the production of this alternative context: not as 
curatorial authors but as workers in recess. For when discussing the contribution that independent 
spaces make to a broader cultural landscape, focus is commonly placed upon the particular 
content that these spaces choose to exhibit. ARIs are seen to provide visibility for emerging 
practitioners, specific sub-cultural demographics of underrepresented artists (grouped along lines 
 On April 28, 1979, aged just 24, Christopher D’Arcangelo committed suicide. Peter Nadin gallery ceased operation the 76
following month.
 Peter Fend discussing Peter Nadin’s approach to the establishment of Peter Nadin gallery. See: Gavin Wade and 77
Peter Fend, A Conversation Between Gavin Wade and Peter Fend. Interview published online to accompany Political 
Economies After Oil: Proposal for Putin and Chavez in October 2008 (Based on a conversation about post-petroleum 
programmes with Hugo Chavez, January 2002), Eastside Projects, London between 2008 – 2010. Accessed: https://
eastsideprojects.org/wp-content/uploads/6.-gw_pf_draft.pdf
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Fig. 30
Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, Thirty Days Work (The Work shown in this space is a 
response to the existing conditions and/or work previously shown within the space), 1978. 
Announcement card (first version), 13.5 x 34.8 cm
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Fig. 31
Christopher D’Arcangelo and Peter Nadin, Thirty Days Work (The Work shown in this space is a 
response to the existing conditions and/or work previously shown within the space), 1978. 
Announcement card (complete), 13.5 x 34.8 cm
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of identity/gender/political affiliation), or artists whose work sits outside the commercial sphere. By 
extension, then, the ARI director is generally understood as a kind of curatorial figure, whose 
authorship over the context is defined primarily by their selection of particular artists or the crafting 
of discrete exhibitions.  D’Arcangelo and Nadin, by contrast, were aware from their previous 
‘construction pieces’ of the ways in which their background labour itself influenced a field of 
aesthetic experience. As such, with the establishment of Peter Nadin, they understood themselves 
to be placing their reproductive labour in the service of an alternative mode of looking.
As has already been shown, it is this very labour that is generally subsumed by the institution, 
which uses it as a tool to perpetuate an image of its own objective authority and thus to determine 
art’s modes of presentation and reception. To establish an ARI is to reclaim this contextualising 
labour: to seize the means of art’s (re)production  in a gesture of self-determination, 78
“disarticulating (the institution’s) constitutive elements with the aim of establishing a different power 
configuration.”  Situating my own practice in this recessional space of ARI maintenance and 79
operation has stemmed from a desire to regain agency over the contexts in which my work, and 
the work of my contemporaries, appears. Unwilling to be “passively defined by whatever uncritical 
frame an (existing) context provides,”  my reproductive labour becomes the material of my 80
practice, with which I construct the very terms of its aesthetic reception.
Though D’Arcangelo and Nadin defined their contribution to The Work… most explicitly in terms of 
their initial investment of background physical labour - nominating this as an artwork in the context 
of the announcement card - I would argue that their role extended well beyond this limit. For by 
establishing a gallery, one takes responsibility for the broad range of duties involved in the ongoing 
maintenance of a context of aesthetic experience. As evidenced by Ukeles and Bullivant, these 
 Here I bastardise a phrase often misattributed to Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. The imperative to “seize the means 78
of production” - to take control of the ways in which labour is converted into value - first appears in the writings of Huey P. 
Newton, co-founder of the Black Panther Party. See: Huey P. Newton, “The Black Panthers,” in Ebony No.1 (August 
1969): 10
 Chantal Mouffe, “Response to The Museum Revisited,” Artforum International 48, No. 10 (Summer 2010): 326.79
 Joseph Kosuth, Art After Philosophy and After: Collected Writings. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991), 17080
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varied background duties - of cleaning, of invigilation - that keep the gallery functioning, while not 
immediately apparent, play a vital role in subtly shaping the viewer’s conceptual and 
phenomenological experience when visiting a space. The coordinated application of this labour in a 
concerted way, then, is a means of producing specific aesthetic outcomes: of self-determining a 
context for art’s visibility. It is in this way that I have come to understand my own background 
labour of ARI maintenance as a core aspect of my artistic practice.
“I would clean it, I would change the lightbulbs, whatever was necessary 
to keep this place operating.”81
My work as an ARI operator involves the appropriated orchestration of all of these backstage 
labours - cleaning, invigilation, installation, repair - in a durational sense. This labour forms the vast 
majority of my time within the ARI - far more, say, than the apparently authorial programming of 
exhibitions. I perform the same maintenance that the institution uses to signal its overall image of 
objectivity and authority, but set these to entirely different ends. In my performance of each of 
these duties, I recognise myself as a subjective agent: an artist with a desire to see art appear 
within the ontological field in a particular, personal way - one that aligns with my own ethics and 
politics. As I labour within the ARI in recess, then, I have come to consider “every decision an 
artwork.”  Regardless of how minor or insignificant each of these recessional labours may seem in 82
isolation, the small, nuanced differences in the way I subjectively perform each task have a 
cumulative effect - shaping an overall tonal context in which the works of various artists are then 
experienced.
 Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “In Conversation With Tom Finkelpearl / 2000” in WORK, edited by Friederike Sigler 81
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2017), 64
 I have appropriated this personal manifesto from a recent work by Australian artist Agatha Gothe-Snape. As part of her 82
contribution to the exhibition Infrastructuralism, held at La Trobe Art Institute in 2018, Gothe-Snape requested that the 
gallery’s staff incorporate the line “Every Decision An Artwork / Every Artwork A Decision” into all of their communications 
with the public. Much like Bullivant’s Inside Job, this work somewhat subliminally invokes in the audience a different way 
of approaching the exhibition, asking them to consider not only the more prominent aspects of the show, but also the 
many minute decisions involved in its realisation.
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In a thoughtful description of the electronic synthesiser, artist and musician Philip Brophy once 
characterised the instrument as “non-definable, distanced… devoid of its own identity yet capable 
of calling up simulated timbres in a breathy, hazy way.”  Extending on this description, music 83
historian Kodwo Eshun noted that the synth’s primary function in electronic music was not to draw 
attention to itself as an element of the performance or recording, but to produce “a pressure or a 
kind of liminal sound.”  The contribution of the synthesiser to a musical composition is often not 84
discernible at the level of content - it does not play a ‘part’ in the same way that we might identify a 
rhythm track or a guitar solo. Instead, it functions as a tonal processor in the projection of other 
formal components. It strikes me that these impressions could equally be applied to my own labour 
within the ARI: as an aesthetic instrument, my labour is a kind of peripheral processing device 
through which other works of art become perceptible, subtly imbued with its tonal effect. 
This notion of art labour as a “non-definable” instrument that produces a tonal ambience without 
calling attention to itself, while a useful and poetic analogy, also identifies a significant difficulty 
inherent in any attempt to re-present this kind of recessional art practice in a concrete way. The 
ongoing maintenance labour of the ARI worker cannot be easily identified and translated onto the 
aesthetic stage it prepares precisely because it operates on a different temporality: it is an 
incremental process involved in the peripheral minutiae of framing. As critic Jan Verwoert has 
noted, the practices of maintenance “are too many, too unspectacular, and too protracted over time 
to be convertible into the theatrical logic of instantaneous onstage delivery.”85
Individual recessional artworks, like Bullivant’s Inside Job, involve a temporary interjection into an 
existing context. As such, their impact on this space becomes identifiable in relief, when set against 
the normal operation of the institutions they engage with. Where the museum utilises the invigilator 
to project an image of its rational, objective authority over the content on display, Bullivant’s shrug 
 Philip Brophy, 100 Modern Soundtracks: BFI Screen Guides. (London: British Film Institute, 2004), 18283
 Kodwo Eshun, “Ten Paragraphs of Music Criticism,” filmed February 24, 2012 at Off The Page Festival, Kent, UK, 84
video 31:10, https://vimeo.com/27729955
 Jan Verwoert, Cookie! (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2013), 17685
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destabilises this assumption by introducing an admission of uncertainty into the exchange. The 
same process of comparative identification, however, cannot be applied to the labour of the ARI 
operator: there is no performed interruption to examine, simply the ongoing, predominantly 
mundane production of an alternative experiential context.
To further complicate things, it is important to ask: even if it were possible to identify a particular act 
of recessional labour as resulting in a particular aesthetic outcome - to draw a one-to-one 
relationship between, say, a single act of gallery maintenance and its experiential affect - would it 
be appropriate to foreground this? To place it in on the stage in the same way we might present a 
traditional work of art for examination? As discussed in the previous chapter, the altruistic desire to 
spotlight recessional labour poses a sincere risk to its actual function. For the aesthetic contribution 
of this labour is a peripheral one: it frames and supports the artwork in large part by virtue of its 
own invisibility. If such elements are brought into too sharp a focus within the context of art, they 
begin to compete with the works they hope to host, thus undoing their nuanced aesthetic potential. 
The art historian Thomas Crow observed this very tension in a work produced by Christopher 
Williams - Bouquet, for Bas Jan Ader and Christopher D’Arcangelo (1991) (fig. 32) - which 
functions as a form of homage to the two conceptualists. In the piece, a single photograph of a 
floral arrangement  is mounted on a section of gallery wall which has been built to the same 86
material specifications set out in Nadin and D’Arcangelo’s Thirty Days Work. However, in an 
attempt to focus the viewer’s attention on this structural element - to amplify the labour of its 
construction as an aesthetic gesture -  the wall has been mounted on brackets and extended into 
the gallery space. In this act of protrusion, the wall becomes readable - and assessable - in 
sculptural terms, rather than as an imperceptible, recessional gesture of framing or hosting the 
work of another. As Crow describes it, present in any attempted foregrounding of recessional 
aesthetic labour is the risk that this “citation would destroy the grounds of its existence.”87
 This aspect of the work is concerned with Bas Jan Ader’s obsessive, methodological floral arrangement in the video 86
piece Primary Time, 1974.
 Thomas Crow, Modern Art in the Common Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 23487
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Fig. 32
Christopher Williams, Bouquet, for Bas Jan Ader and Christopher Williams, 1991
Archival corrugated board, archival photo corners, compound, 4-ply Conservamat, 8-ply 
Conservamat, drywall, dye-transfer print, glass, lacquer-based finish, linen tape, nails, 
northern maple, plastic setback strips, primer, screws, seaming tape, paint, wood
Installation view at Galerie Max Heltzer
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The combination of these factors - the amorphous nature of background labour and its requirement 
for a degree of invisibility - makes the very notion of showing one’s recessional practice as an ARI 
worker particularly problematic. Having made the claim that my labour produces a particular 
experiential outcome for the viewer, I am unable to simply re-present explicit examples from this 
ongoing practice for the sake of analysis or assessment. How best to proceed then, in the context 
of this MFA? How to find an appropriate format for “showing showing”?88
 In her 2012 essay on the practice of Louise Lawler, Beatrice von Bismarck uses this term in reference to the artist’s 88
ongoing engagement with art’s backstage framing. See Beatrice Von Bismarck, “Notes on Showing Showing: Louise 
Lawler and the Art of Curatorial Hospitality” in Performing the Curatorial: Within and Beyond Art, edited by Maria Lind 
(Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012), 135 ‐147. 
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05. When is a Window Not a Window…?: Putting Recessional Aesthetics in Perspective 
Running alongside my theoretical research into the aesthetics of recessional labour, my MFA 
project also involved the establishment of a new ARI located within Sydney College of the Arts 
(SCA). Taking Marcel Duchamp’s works on glass as my starting point, this experimental exhibition 
model operated in the window space of my studio on campus, and was an attempt to make visible 
my backstage activity of contextual maintenance without simply forcing it into the spotlight. In this 
final chapter, I discuss the operation of the project as well as its conceptual underpinnings, reading 
the gallery as a kind of visual interface between my own backstage practice and the works I sought 
to host. 
 
“As if a lambent troop that exercised /
On the borders of your vision had withdrawn /
Behind the skyline to manoeuvre and regroup.”89
The studio allocated to me for the duration of my Masters program at SCA is located on the ground 
floor of the Painting department, on the eastern side of the Rozelle campus. The most prominent 
feature of this small, cell-like room is a large split pulley window in two sections, each composed of 
a grid of smaller individual panes (fig. 33). This window looks out onto a paved courtyard at the 
rear of the institution’s main gallery, and abuts an external passageway used by students and 
teaching staff as they move between buildings (fig. 34). Noting the regularity with which passersby 
would peer in through this public/private threshold to observe me in my place of work, I decided to 
make use of the window itself as the site for a new exhibition project, somewhat predictably titled 
AJAR.
The window occupies an interesting position in the history of art, functioning not only as its frequent 
subject matter but as an analogy for the complex modes of looking it enacts. Early writings on 
 Seamus Heaney, “Squarings: xlvii” in Seeing Things. (London: Faber & Faber, 1991), 10789
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Fig. 33
AJAR, as viewed from the external corridor
Photo courtesy of the author
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Fig. 34
View of the external corridor, approaching AJAR 
Photo courtesy of the author
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illusionist perspective frequently employed the window as a conceptual tool for explaining the 
construction, and subsequent perception, of a painting. In his 1435 treatise De Pictura (On 
Painting), Renaissance polymath Leon Battista Alberti imagines his canvas to be “an open window 
through which the object to be painted is seen.”  The act of producing his painting then proceeds 90
as the direct transposition of that scene - by use of a gridded structure reminiscent of my own 
studio window - faithfully onto the window’s surface (fig. 35). When hung on the wall, this painting 
in turn becomes for the viewer a window through to a scene beyond: its mimicry of perspectival 
depth drawing our vision past its two-dimensional surface, and into a constructed, illusionistic 
space.
Five centuries later, Marcel Duchamp - persistently preoccupied with optics - made literal Alberti’s 
metaphor with the production of two large works in glass. Both The Bride Stripped Bare by Her 
Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass) (1915-1923) (fig. 36, 37) and the instructively titled To Be 
Looked at (from the Other Side of the Glass) with One Eye, Close to, for Almost an Hour (1918) 
(fig. 38) consist of various materials suspended between sheets of clear glass. These panes, 
housed in simple rectilinear frames, take the form of freestanding windows within the gallery that 
the viewer is invited (instructed) to look both at and through (fig. 39) When approaching these 
works, one may choose to focus on the opaque, pseudo-scientific diagrams the artist has 
composed at the level of their surface, or instead to peer through the ‘empty’ portion of the glass 
and into the scene behind. As an exhibition platform, AJAR sought to exploit this same visual 
tension between foreground and background that the window format provides, in an effort to bring 
the recessional labour of its own operation into a kind of soft focus.
 Leon Battista Alberti. On Painting, translated by Cecil Grayson (London: Penguin, 1991): 54 [Book 1.19]90
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Fig. 35
Count Johann, Interpretation of Alberti’s Idea of Equipping the Picture Frame with a Grid, 1531. 
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Fig. 36
Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass), (Recto) 1915-1923
Oil, varnish, lead foil, lead wire, and dust on two glass panels. 277.5 × 177.8 × 8.6 cm
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Fig. 37
Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass), (Verso) 1915-1923
Oil, varnish, lead foil, lead wire, and dust on two glass panels. 277.5 × 177.8 × 8.6 cm
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Fig. 38
Marcel Duchamp, To Be Looked at (from the Other Side of the Glass) 
with One Eye, Close to, for Almost an Hour, 1918
Oil, silver leaf, lead wire, and magnifying lens on glass (cracked), mounted between panes of glass in a 
standing metal frame, 51 x 41.2 x 3.7 cm, on painted wood base, 4.8 x 45.3 x 11.4 cm
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Fig. 39
Woman observing the Large Glass (1915-23) as installed at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1954 
Photo by Hermann Landshoff
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AJAR (2016 - 2019)
Over roughly a two-year period, seventeen artists were invited to develop work to be mounted on/
in the window of my studio, to be viewed from the external corridor (the “Other Side of the Glass”). 
The artist’s studio, a site already rich with connotations of hidden aesthetic productivity,  became 91
in the context of AJAR a place of reproductive work, of maintenance. Rather than the development 
of objects for display, the studio-cum-office housed the operational labour that enabled AJAR to 
function - the cleaning of the window, the liaising with exhibitors, the designing of promotional 
material for upcoming shows (fig. 40, 41),  the processing of documentation,  the minding of the 92 93
space, the installation of works, and so forth. 
I explained to each participant the nature of my MFA research - exploring my own role as the 
operator of exhibition spaces as a form of art practice in recess - but made it clear that this need 
not overly determine the work they produced for display. Exhibitors were free to respond to the 
particular conditions of the window in any way they wished - the only stipulation being that some 
view through the window and into my studio, however small, be retained (fig. 42, 43, 44). In this 
way, while the works installed in the window space remained the dominant feature of each show, it 
was also possible for viewers to look beyond this threshold and observe my own labour playing out 
in recess. This durational activity, normally rendered invisible by the institution, was thus partially 
exposed. Importantly, however, unlike Michael Asher’s earlier gesture of unveiling that directed 
attention entirely onto the background labour of Claire Copley gallery staff (see Chapter 1), the 
AJAR model - by virtue of the complex visual conditions that the window establishes - allowed this 
labour to be both “present and not present at the same time.”  My recessional activity did not call 94
 See, for instance, Daniel Buren’s polemic on the studio, “The Function of the Studio” in October 10 (Autumn, 1979): 91
51-58
 Each exhibition was accompanied by an A0 sized poster that mimicked the window’s dimensions, and an animated gif 92
that was distributed digitally. For a complete selection, see: https://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
 For a complete archive of the AJAR project, see: https://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR93
 Curator and writer Maxine Kopsa described Peter Nadin gallery as an attempt by the artists “to be present and not 94
present at the same time.”Maxine Kopsa, “Authenticity,” in Pense-Bête. (Amsterdam: P/////AKT Gallery, 2017)
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Fig. 40
Selection of AJAR posters designed by the author 
Black and white digital prints, each 841 x 1189mm. 
For animated versions see: http://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
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Fig. 41
Example of AJAR poster as installed at the gallery’s ‘entrance’
Black and white digital print, 841 x 1189mm
For animated version see: http://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
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Fig. 42
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured: Matthew Hopkins, They Said (Transcription Objects), 2016
Permanent marker, acetate sheets, tape. Rotating display, dimensions variable
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Fig. 43
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured:Agatha Gothe-Snape, The Sun Litters The Clearing, 2016
Digital prints on paper, audio recording, reading performances. Dimensions and duration variable
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Fig. 44
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured: Maike Hemmers, Petals with a purpose / The seeking arm of many, 2018
Acrylic on glass. Dimensions variable
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attention to itself as performance, but was nonetheless made visible by the very nature of the 
gallery’s infrastructural transparency. 
A number of artist’s involved in the AJAR project hinted towards this invitation to look beyond the 
work and observe the aesthetic labour that serviced it. Robert Pulie called explicit attention to this 
doubled act of looking, painting a modular fresco directly onto the glass that depicted two different 
modes of vision. When the window was closed, a pair of wide eyes stared back at the viewer     
(fig. 45). Raising the lower section of the window transformed these same eyes into a kind of squint 
(fig. 46), suggesting more than a brief “Diagonal Glance” was required. At a more physical level, 
Anna John’s Gift (fig. 47) - a resin sculpture in the form of an extruded Christmas ornament - and 
Ash Kilmartin’s cassette player (fig. 48), both became props that held the window open and 
allowed the audience an unobstructed view into my studio. In a less direct approach, Luke Parker’s 
large scale photograph of Atelier Brancusi,  while blocking a majority of the AJAR window, alluded 95
to a kind of studio voyeurism at the level of its subject matter (fig. 49).
“…the surface was not the destination, but part of a continuity.”96
So far, I have described the act of viewing exhibitions at AJAR as involving a kind of dyadic choice.   
Like the window as a threshold that is either open or closed, in this simplified dynamic the viewer 
may choose between two distinct options: to focus either on the work placed at the window’s 
surface, or to actively look beyond this limit and examine the activity that supports it in recess. 
This, however, is not representative of the way that vision actually operates. For any attempt to 
apprehend the work exhibited within the widow's frame unavoidably engaged the scene behind the 
glass simultaneously. In the act of looking at AJAR, the viewer produced a kind of amorphous, 
 The reconstruction of Brancusi’s studio, designed by Renzo Piano in 1997, features large glass panels that allow 95
viewers to observe the artist’s workspace. Brancusi’s intense belief in the importance of the studio as a site of both 
production and exhibition was an influence on the establishment of AJAR. 
 Peter Nadin discussing the work that Jane Reynolds produced for The Work in this space…, in which Reynolds had 96
cut a small hole through the centre of Sean Scull’y wall painting, making visible the office/living space behind. In 
conversation with Céline Condorelli, Support Structures (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2009), 245
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Fig. 45 
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018 (closed)
Acrylic on glass. 830 x 1400mm
Installation shot at AJAR
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Fig. 46
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018 (open)
Acrylic on glass. 830 x 1400mm
Installation shot at AJAR
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Fig. 47
Anna John, Gift, 2018 
Cast resin. 140 x 45 x 53mm
Installation shot at AJAR
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Fig. 48
Ash Kilmartin, Distraction/Dedication, 2018
Audio recording, hand-held cassette player. Duration, 60:00
Installation shot at AJAR
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Fig. 49
Luke Parker, Atelier/Atelier, 2018
Matte laminated vinyl print. 1405 x 680mm
Installation shot at AJAR
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commingling composition: an “undefined zone”  in which the active space of the studio and the 97
work on show began to merge.
In his notes on The Bride…, Duchamp refers to the work as a “delay in glass,”  in an attempt to 98
describe this effect that the window’s layered optical tension produces. The work, constantly 
changing depending on one’s position in relation to it or on any incidental activity occurring behind 
it, slows our looking as it resists immediate comprehension (fig. 50). We are forced to reconsider 
the work not as pure isolated image, but as an active and ongoing process. This same “delay” was 
particularly valuable in the context of AJAR, which attempted to sensitively display my own 
recessional labour. As stated in the previous chapter, this labour is ongoing, and so operates at a 
different temporality to the “instantaneous onstage delivery” of the work it hosts. By slowing the 
viewer’s visual experience, their act of looking was retuned slightly towards my durational labour in 
recess.
The visual unity that this dioramic model produces - drawing the exhibited work and the context 
behind it into a single ‘image’ - also points towards the complex nature of their interdependence. As 
philosopher Vilém Flusser has asserted, a visual artwork can be understood as a kind of 
“significant surface”  upon which we read a series of interrelated signs. The transparent nature of 99
the window format means that - as with Alberti’s gridded contraption - the three dimensional scene 
behind the work comes to form a part of this readable surface and “one’s gaze… produces 
temporal relationships”  between the two. By visually incorporating the background activity of the 100
museum into The Bride’s overall composition, Duchamp demands that we read the institution as a 
signifying force that contributes to its comprehension. In the case of AJAR, the transparent glass 
 Literary theorist Gérard Genette uses this term to describe a section of writing that is neither wholly within nor 97
completely outside the main body of a text. Gérard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, translated by Jane 
E. Lewin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 2
 “…delay in glass does not mean picture on glass—It's merely a way of succeeding in no longer thinking that the thing 98
in question is a picture.” Marcel Duchamp, Salt Seller: The Writings of Marcel Duchamp, edited by Michel Sanouillet. 
(Paris: Le Terrain vague, 1959), 26
 Vilém Flusser, Towards a Philosophy of Photography (London: Reaktion Books, 2005), 899
 ibid. 9100
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Fig. 50
View of/through Marcel Duchamp’s Large Glass (1915-23)
Installed in front of a window overlooking the garden at Katherine Dreier’s home 
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sections of the window’s surface surrounding the work on show were ‘filled in’ by the space of my 
own recessional labour (fig. 51). The exhibition format thus proposed that the artwork be read not 
as an isolated, Kantian object, but as a nexus between what was displayed and my ongoing labour 
that served to frame it.
As a conceptual exhibition model, then, AJAR was an example of what media theorist Alexander 
Galloway has termed an intraface: “an internal interface between the edge and the centre, but one 
that is now entirely subsumed and contained within the image.”  The intraface describes an 101
aesthetics of mediation, in which the supposedly supplementary features of a visual system 
become integrated into its perceptual field. The mechanism that provides the artwork its visibility - 
my own recessional labour that worked to frame it - is no longer ‘outside’ the work, but contributes 
to “a type of aesthetic that implicitly brings together the edge and the centre.”  Here, the 102
parergon’s “thickness,” its “surface” that Derrida identified, can be peripherally glimpsed. In this 
way, while it may not be possible - or indeed desirable - to re-present my background ARI labour 
as a discrete body of work in isolation, AJAR proposed a model in which this practice of aesthetic 
maintenance became perceptible as one part of a larger whole.
 Alexander Galloway, The Interface Effect. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012), 40101
 ibid.102
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Fig. 51 
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018
Acrylic on glass. 830 x 1400mm
Installation shot at AJAR
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06. Back Into the Woodwork: A Conclusion
In an extended interview that concludes his recent book The Undercommons, radical poet and 
educator Fred Moten describes his ambivalent relationship to the University: “I believe in this world 
and want to be in it,” he says, “because I believe in another world in this world and I want to be in 
that.”  With this looping logic of critical optimism, Moten expresses a complex sentiment. 1
Confronted by a dominant model of pedagogy that he feels is misrepresentative of education’s true 
potential, Moten refuses to jump ship entirely. He understands that to effect a change to the 
discipline he is invested in, he must work within its existing language of operation.
I came to Moten’s writing late in my research, but his position resonates strongly with my own. As 
an artist, I find myself unsatisfied with the dominant avenues that determine art’s display. Following 
Derrida, I’m aware that these contextual frames play a prominent role in shaping the eventual 
reception of my work, and yet I feel them to be unsuitable. Like Moten, however, I do not wish to 
simply abandon these available modes of presentation entirely - to exit the ontological field that 
they, in part, define. Instead I seek to reshape the terms of this definition in a way that I feel might 
better represent my work and the work of others I admire: to propose that things within the field of 
art might be different. It is this desire, this “belief in another world in this world,” that has lead me to 
establish artist run institutions and to produce alternative contexts for exhibition.
The construction of such an alternative goes beyond refutation. Its position of difference cannot 
simply be proclaimed in manifesto, nor can it be identified solely at the level of the content it 
presents. For our experience of art is sensed - is sensual - and as this paper has shown, this 
sensual experience is affectively formed by a variety of peripheral forces operating persistently and 
invisibly in the background. The construction of an alternative context, then, must involve a 
coordinated engagement with these parerga - amongst them, the hidden labour of the art worker. 
 Fred Moten and Stefano Harney, “The General Antagonism: An Interview with Stevphen Shukaitis.” In The 1
Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study. (New York: Minor Compositions, 2013), 118.
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Setting my aesthetic labour towards the operation of an ARI is a gesture of self-determination: a 
reclamation of agency over this ontological field in which I have a stake. As an artist, I turn to art’s 
contingent backstage not in order to valorise this invisible labour through its representation - to 
drag it out from the wings as Ukeles would, to give it its moment in the aesthetic spotlight - but to 
utilise it. I recognise - along with D’Arcangelo, Nadin and Bullivant - the potential of this role as a 
site of occupation, in the dual sense that the word implies. I do not subscribe to a theatrical 
analogy in which art labour is a mere understudy that might occasionally appear on the stage it 
works to set, but recognise it as an integral minor character with a role to play in art’s overall “will to 
visualisation.”  I see no need to transform it into art: instead I use it to transform the very terms of 104
art’s appearance. This is the unique potential of a Recessional Aesthetics: an ability to produce 
subjective, tonal contexts and in so doing to propose particular ways of seeing, thinking, and 
sensing the world. 
Importantly, as I have identified, in order for this function to be maintained, art’s background labour 
is best left in recess. To foreground this liminal activity - to focus ones attention on it - risks its 
collapse into pure symbolic image. With this in mind, the requirement to “show” such labour in the 
context of the MFA project seemed, initially, counterintuitive. To excise these ongoing efforts from 
their durational setting within the ARI and place them within the presentational context of this 
degree felt at best an interruption and at worst a complete betrayal. Over the course of the degree, 
however, I have come to recognise the value of bringing this labour into (partial) view in a number 
of ways. 
The challenge of finding a format that might suitably and sensitively display these labours has been 
fruitful from a theoretical perspective. In the form of the window I have found another conceptual 
tool with which to discuss the interconnection between my efforts of hosting and the works I seek 
to present.  The tensions between looking at and looking through to, the drawing together of 105
  Boris Groys, Art Power (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2008), 46104
 Other such tools - all of which I was unable to discuss within the scope of this paper - include: ekphrastic poetry; the 105
eucharistic monstrance of the Catholic Church; the figurant
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these sites of labour and display into a single ‘significant surface’ will, I feel, provide productive 
space for further research.
From a political perspective, the appropriation of my studio window within the institution - the 
occupation of this site from which to project a communal model of aesthetic presentation - has felt 
an important gesture in the current University climate. My period of post-graduate study has 
coincided with repeated attempts by the University of Sydney, driven by financial interests, to 
dissolve SCA as a faculty.  Between 2016 and the time of writing, a string of proposed mergers, 106
closures, and downsizing options have produced an atmosphere of instability surrounding the 
school, resulting in the decimation of its once-thriving communal networks. AJAR was one small 
attempt to regain control over the site in which I produced, studied, and experienced art. In an 
environment of institutional neglect, of relegation, of abandonment, the need to make visible the 
act of artist-led ventures has felt particularly necessary.
At a more personal level, after half a decade running independent spaces from backstage, if 
nothing else this project has been a valuable reminder that this labour has a place within - and not 
simply beside - my practice. As Galloway notes in his writings on the intraface, modes of mediation 
that operate over extended periods of time risk “falling out of media altogether, becoming as 
naturalized as air or as common as dirt.”  In the longue durée of ARI maintenance it is easy to 107
lose sight of one’s aesthetic contribution: to see the persistent duties as a frustrating distraction 
from more obviously authorial pursuits. This MFA has provided a concentrated period of time in 
which to reconsider this perspective: to better understand my ARI labour not as an interruption to a 
studio practice of making, but as the development of a suitable context in which that work, and the 
work of others, might then be made visible.
 A partial timeline of events (from the perspective of ‘remain’ campaigners) can be found at106
https://www.solidarity.net.au/students/art-struggle-lessons-fight-save-sca/
 Alexander Galloway, The Interface Effect. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012): 25107
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Count Johann, Interpretation of Alberti’s Idea of Equipping the Picture Frame with a Grid, 1531 
Source: The Geometry of an Art: The History of the Mathematical Theory of Perspective from 
Alberti to Monge, by Kirsti Andersen. Copenhagen: Springer, 2007: 220
Fig. 36 / 
Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, (Recto) 1915-1923.
Source: Duchamp: Eine Ausstellung im Museum Ludwig, Köln, 27.6 - 19.8.1984. Köln: Museen der 
Stadt Köln, 1984: 142
 
Fig. 37 / 
Marcel Duchamp, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, (Verso) 1915-1923.
Source: Duchamp: Eine Ausstellung im Museum Ludwig, Köln, 27.6 - 19.8.1984. Köln: Museen der 
Stadt Köln, 1984: 143
Fig. 38 / 
Marcel Duchamp, To Be Looked at (from the Other Side of the Glass) with One Eye, Close to, for 
Almost an Hour, 1918. Oil, silver leaf, lead wire, and magnifying lens on glass (cracked), mounted 
between panes of glass in a standing metal frame, 51 x 41.2 x 3.7 cm, on painted wood base, 4.8 x 
45.3 x 11.4 cm. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/78993
Fig. 39 / 
Hermann Landshoff, Woman Observing the Large Glass.
Source: Treacherous Transparencies: Thoughts and Observations Triggered by a Visit to 
Farnsworth House by Jacques Herzog & Pierre de Meuron. New York: Actar, 2016: 29
Fig. 40 / 
Selection of AJAR posters designed by the author
For animated versions please see: http://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
Fig. 41 / 
Example of AJAR poster as installed at the gallery’s ‘entrance’ 
For animated versions please see: http://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
Fig. 42 / 
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured: Matthew Hopkins, They Said (Transcription Objects), 2016
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 43 / 
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured: Agatha Gothe-Snape, The Sun Litters The Clearing, 2016
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 44 / 
Installation shot at AJAR showing view past window work and into studio
Pictured: Maike Hemmers, Petals with a purpose / The seeking arm of many, 2018
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 45 / 
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018 (detail). Acrylic on glass. 830 x 1400mm
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 46 / 
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018 (detail). Acrylic on glass. 830 x 1400mm
Photo: courtesy the author
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Fig. 47 / 
Anna John, Gift, 2018 
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 48 / 
Ash Kilmartin, Distraction/Dedication, 2018 
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 49 / 
Luke Parker, Atelier/Atelier, 2018 
Photo: courtesy the author
Fig. 50 / 
View of the Large Glass installed at Katherine Dreier’s home. 
Source: Marcel Duchamp, edited by Anne D’Harnoncourt and Kynaston McShine. New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1973: 296
Fig. 51 / 
Robert Pulie, Diagonal Glance, 2018 (detail)
Photo: courtesy the author
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Catalogue of Works Presented for Examination 
Due to the nature of this research project - an analysis and discussion of the durational and 
experiential nature of operating and attending artist run spaces - no individual ‘works’ are 
presented for examination. Instead, a working conceptual model for exhibitions - AJAR - has been 
enacted over a period of two years. An attempt to archive the various moving parts of this model 
can be viewed at the link provided below:
https://cargocollective.com/mitchelcumming/AJAR
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